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Abstract: Among the different occlusal indicators the articulating paper is the most popular one. However the data in the available
literature regarding the relationship between the thickness of the articulation paper and the area of the markings is rather contradictory.
This laboratory study focuses on the possibilities for occlusal contacts registration obtained by different paper thickness. Our objective
was to create an occlusal registration apparatus corresponding to the clinical conditions of maximum intercuspation. With the help of
the apparatus for occlusal registration, we managed to make records of markings obtained from different paper thickness. The results
obtained from our apparatus show a strong correlation between the occlusal indicator and the appearance of the occlusal markings
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1. Introduction

3. Materials and Methods

In clinical dentistry there are a wide range of methods used
for registering the occlusal contacts [1]. The most popular
method being the use of articulating paper [2, 3]. However
there has been a dispute about the reliability of this method
[4]. It has been widely accepted that the articulating paper
mark size is an indication of the occlusal load [5]. According
to some dental literature data the force of the occlusal contacts determines the intensity of the marks [6].

In completion to the objective we designed an apparatus for
registration of the occlusal contacts (named “AROC”) in the
conditions of maximum intercuspation.
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the apparatus for occlusal
registration, whereas Figure 2 shows a schematic view of
“AROC”.

The data in the available literature regarding the relationship
between the thickness of the articulation paper and the area
of the markings is rather contradictory [7]. Some authors
believe that large and dark marks show heavy load, whereas
the light and small marks show lesser load [8]–[11]. Other
researchers question this statement and claim the opposite
[12]-[15]. According to Rosenberg, the intensity of the markings provides unreliable evaluation criteria for the occlusal
load [16]. The variable size of the articulating paper markings area causes difficulty in the visual assessment of the
occlusal load. Helms investigates if the occlusal indicators
can affect the registration of the contacts [17].

Figure 1: Overall view of “AROC”

Saad compares the number and the size of the occlusal contacts, obtained by different paper thickness subjected under
different load. With thicker paper he registers bigger in size
and number occlusal contacts in compare to the thinner paper. He also notices no significant rise in the number and the
size of the occlusal contacts during different loading [14].
Carossa proves that the thicker articulation paper leaves bigger markings than the thinner paper [18]. Millstein determines that 200-µ thick paper leaves fewer markings in compare to 40-µ paper [19].
All these statements directed our attention to conduct a laboratory study of the possibilities for occlusal contacts registration obtained by different paper thickness.

2. Aim
To create an occlusal registration apparatus corresponding to
the clinical conditions of maximum intercuspation.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the main components
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Chrome-nickel (Cr-Ni) steel was used in the fabrication of
the prototype. Its main parts are shown in Figure 2:
1. Lower disc - 1 piece
2. Upper disc - 1 piece
3. Sleeve - 2 pieces
4. Threaded rod - 2 pieces
5. Fixing plate - 2 pieces
6. Lower jaw model
7. Upper jaw model
8. Spring - 2 pieces
9. Screw M 6x16 - 2 pieces
10. Screw M 4x16 - 4 pieces
11. Wing nut - 2 pieces

The apparatus “AROC” was placed in a hydraulic press (Silfradent, model 660) along with the mounted models. Maximum intercuspation was reached through tightening the main
screw of the press. The applied load was 120 kg and was set
by the hydraulic press manometer (Fig. 4). The inserted articulation paper between the arches was held by clamps, which
secured the correct position of the paper.

The lower disk of the “AROC” makes up the base of the apparatus which has a specific thickness to withstand any possible deformation during load. The lower model is securely
fixed to the upper side of the disk with a screw. To achieve
correct alignment of the upper and lower models in the apparatus, the upper side of the disk has a dimensional straight
line which coincides with the sagittal line of the lower cast.
The lower cast has 2 fixing plates on either side to stabilise
the casts and prevent shifting drug intercuspation. The upper
jaw model is anchored to the lower surface of the upper disk
with a screw. To ensure great visibility of the model the frontal part of the upper disk is cut off.
The height of the rod corresponds to the unloaded position of
the casts in maximum intercuspation. There are two springs
which are mounted on the rods to secure the opening of the
models. The springs have linear characteristic, as the main
load is directed through the axis. The wing nuts screwed on
the rods limit the vertical movement of the upper disk.

Figure 4: The apparatus “AROC”
We made 10 registrations of the occlusal markings from each
paper thickness. The location, number and size of the markings on the occlusal surfaces of the teeth were recorded with
a digital camera (Sony, model ILCE-6000). Each photo was
made under the same conditions: 7cm distance, autofocus,
and no flash. The photos were processed and analysed
through “ImageJ” software. The obtained results were tabulated and statistically analysed.

4. Results and Discussion
Statistical data from the 100-µ and 60-µ thick paper differ in
size and number (Fig.5).

Figure 3: Standard phantom models Frasaco A-3Z
The standard phantom models have threads by default,
through which they are fixed on the upper and lower disk.
The screws were tightened with a torque wrench.
The apparatus we made have the following characteristics:
• It can precisely simulate vertical movements.
• It is made of chrome-nickel alloy that can withstand high
loading and sustain no deformation during the tests.
• The casts can be tightly anchored and aligned in the same
position, so that they stay still during intercuspation.
• The models are re-attachable.

(a)

For the occlusal registration we used 100-µ and 40-µ thick
articulation paper (Bausch Arti-Check; Dr. Jean Bausch
GmbH & Co).
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The results obtained from “AROC” show a strong correlation
between the occlusal indicator and the appearance of the
occlusal markings. The occlusal registration apparatus that
we designed can be utilised for testing different occlusal indicators.
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(b)
Figure 5: Occlusal marks from 100-µ (a) and 60-µ thick (b)
articulation papers
We determined that the thicker occlusal paper left fewer in
number and larger in size markings, whereas the thinner paper left smaller in size, but bigger in number markings.
The formula force/size = load shows that the force is a constant value and when the marking area size increases, the
load decreases. Resultant marks from thicker paper are larger
in size, but contain less individual load and vice versa. The
marks obtained from the thinner paper have smaller size and
bigger individual load [3]. Therefore, we can conclude that
the small area markings contain heavier load and the large
area markings have lesser load.
By the means of our apparatus and this laboratory study we
confirm the statement that the thicker articulating paper
leaves bigger in size and fewer in number marks [18, 19].
However, the occlusal contact assessment based on articulating paper is unreliable and subjective, since it can be registered false positive contacts or fail to be registered other contacts [4, 5, 14]

5. Conclusion
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